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WISSENSCHAFTLICHE KURZMITTEILUNGEN

Behaviour and orientation of a released Pine marten

(Mattes martes)

By E. PULLIAINEN

Receipt of Ms. 7. 5. 1985

According to the famiUar area hypothesis, animals tend to become familiär with their

surroundings and having learned to do so tend to move within this familiär area (Pul-

LiAiNEN 1974; Baker 1978, 1982). The present author's previous field studies on the pine

marten {Martes martes L.) have suggested that frequent scent-marking may play a

considerable part in the orientation of an individual of this species within its home ränge

^ This paper constitutes Report No. 160 from the Värriö Subarctic Research Station of the University
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(PuLLiAiNEN 1981b, 1982). One possibility for studying the behaviour of an animal within

an unfamiliar area is therefore to follow the movements of introduced individuals.

For this purpose, pine martens were captured in various parts of northern Finland, kept

in captivity for varying periods, brought to eastern Finnish Forest Lapland, furnished with

radio transmitters and released.Two such experiments were spoiled by the great mobiiity

of the martens, the low effective radius of the radio transmitters and especially the bad

weather conditions, but one rather successful attempt is described here.

This male marten was captured in Ostrobothnia, kept in captivity for two years in

Central Ostrobothnia, brought by car to eastern Finnish Forest Lapland, furnished with a

radio transmitter and released on 6 Febr. 1985 (direct distance from captivity site 580 km).

It was tracked more or less successfully until 22 Feb., when it crossed into the Soviet

Union. The air temperature varied between — 17° and — 28 °C during this period, and the

marten sank 0-6 cm into the snow when moving on the surface. The track record is shown
in Fig. 1.

The main observations made during tracking were as follows: This marten moved only

0.5 km for the first four days after its release, which seems to be typical behaviour in this

kind of releasing Situation. This "civiHzed" individual moved long distances along tracks

ieft by snowmobiles, which is not typical of the local pine martens. While the local pine

martens regularly avoid entering areas without any overhead covei (Pulliainen 1981b),

this individual even crossed an open bog 200 m wide. In other respects it moved Hke its

Fig. 1. The track of the released pine marten in Finnish Forest Lapland. The marten was released at the

point "6.2", and later on seen at the point "B". A indicates the resting site which it used during five

successive days. Only those habitats are described which are locating at both sides of the track

© Biodiversity Heritage Library, http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/
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wild counterparts, i.e. along the snow surface and under fallen trees, digging tunnels into

the snow and resting under the surface. Usually the pine martens move about in the dark

(PuLLiAiNEN 1981b), but this individual was also seen at 2.00 p.m. (B, Fig. 1). This marten

rested at the same site ("A", Fig. 1), under a fallen tree, for five successive days (16-21

Feb.), during which time the lengths of its nightly trips were 1.2, 0.5, 0.3, 4.6 and 10.9 km
respectively. It had only once scent-marked this area from its anal glands. When the marten

left this area, it went almost directly into the Soviet Union. It had been tracked in Finland

for approx. 80 km. Three of the five samples of faeces studied contained hair from voles (no

bones) and two of them remains of buns (left by a frontier soldier).

Some of these notes merit further discussion. Firstly, it is significant that none of the

martens released set out towards their previous "permanent" home ränge. A generalist

mammal like the pine marten (Pulliainen 1981a) scarcely has enough inner motivation to

try to do this even though it may possess the necessary orientation sense (cf. Ursus arctos,

Miller and Ballard 1982). On the other hand, it seems reasonable for it to explore a

rather large area of its new surroundings from the Standpoint of both its food resources,

and other martens and enemies. This is relevant, although great mobility also means a risk

to become a victim of a predator.

When staying in the same part of its new area for five successive days, the pine marten

showed a remarkable capability for finding its way back to its resting site (A). I have

suggested previously that scent-marks may play a significant role here (Pulliainen 1982),

but the present data suggest that they are not necessary for orientation, although they may
be helpful. It may be that the marten's own tracks are enough for this purpose, or that the

animal possesses some other orientation System.
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